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True Parents would like to convey everything, but the first thing that we would like to convey is The 
Word. 

First year of Cheon-gi: The Year of Inheriting the Substance and Word based on the Establishment of the 
True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind 

This is a time of proclaiming the heavenly calendar. It is an era of unifying the new and old calendars. It 
is a time for uniting the lunar and Gregorian calendars. 



 
 
Uniting their families, tribes, peoples, nations and cosmos- who have come from the Kingdom of Heaven 
 
You have, together with True Parents, gone through the Coronation of Liberation and complete Freedom 
and celebrated the golden wedding anniversary. Now three years are left to us until we reach our final 
destination of perfection, after passing through the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth years centering on the 
final, tenth, stage. 
 

 
 
Today, in the new tenth stage, we are truly grateful for the grace of Heaven Parent (God and True Parents 
who have allowed us to usher in this era wherein we can reach our goals directly by covering the shortest 
distance possible to heaven and earth's one goal and to the foundation of the victorious supremacy and of 
the Kingship of the Victory of all nations, crossing over the valley of the sorrow of the new Parent in 
Heaven and the Parents on earth, with the privileged authority of liberation and freedom. (Father) 
 
(Hyung Jin Nim prays) 
 
Father, I pray that You may allow our Unification Family to move with one body and one heart and be 
proud Unificationists who can courageously and proudly proclaim You in this year for the sake of Your 
glory ad of True Parents. 
 
… 
 
(Father) Therefore, True Parents would like to convey everything, but the first thing that we would like to 
convey is The Word -- The Historical Word, the Word that True Parents have loved, The Word that 
Heaven Parent (God) has desired, which is given through True Parents. 
 



 
 
These are not simply Words for their own sake; they are derived from the Core of The Word, from its 
Substance, and reach the Realm of Its Counterpart that has External Form. I will pass on The Word- The 
Word expressive of Heaven Parent's (God's) Hope and The Word that True Parents have put into practice 
centering on the standard of that Hope- that you become the Representative of that Word. 
 
… 
 
(Rev. Jesse Edwards, Senior Pastor, Gates of Praise Ministries) 
 
… 
 
(Hyung Jin Nim announces) As True Father and Mother join us at the podium, please join me in giving a 
rousing round of applause and welcoming our beloved True Parents of Humankind and Heaven and Earth 
to the podium... (applause) 
 
(Mr. Eli Epstein, Founder, "Children of Abraham") 
 
(Imam Mousa Drame, Vice President, Islamic National Council, Cote D'Ivoire) 
 
(Sikhism and other religions are represented in a ceremony) 
 

 
 
 (Father) True Parents have already prepared the Last Words I will give to humankind. These have been 
prepared based on my triumphs over six or seven life-or-death situations, including six period of unjust 
imprisonment. 
 
I am leaving behind Eight Textbooks and Teaching Materials for humankind to use for all eternity. These 
are Textbooks you will have to read and study even after you go to the spirit world. They are not just 
Teachings that come from the Mind of One Person. 
 
 



 
 
All people will become one family through cross-cultural marriage and the World Peace Marriage 
Blessing, and we will enjoy tranquility and happiness in the Sacred Reign of Peace. Let me say that this 
day is drawing near. 
 
Beloved Heaven Parent (Heavenly Father!) Today on February 21, 2010, at 10:09 am we wish to dedicate 
to You Cheon Bok Gung of the Unificationist faith, which will serve as the Unification Church 
Headquarters. It was prepared recently, through our devotion here in Yongsan Borough, for the purpose 
of building Cheon Il Guk. Furthermore, for the Unification church, it has been ten years since the creation 
of Cheon Il Guk began with the purpose of building a new heavenly nation We have seven days left 
before welcoming the new month of March as we dedicate to You the Cheon Bok Gung Unificationist 
Religious Order in Yongsan, as the Headquarters. 
 

 
 
I pray that Your Heart may be filled with Joy at this hour of dedication, though this Headquarters is 
humble compared to a Headquarters that is centered on the Altar of Heaven Parent's (God's Providential 
Will. It is a Place for people to gather that is by no means inferior to the blueprint that Heaven had in 
mind and gazed upon more intensely than did the hearts of people who gaze and look upon it or the hearts 
of those who worship in other faiths. 
 
Let the Father's Heart be planted throughout this place as we reflect upon ourselves each day and deeply 
think about this Emblematic Temple as a Place of offering devotions that does not fall short in any way in 
continuing on the Vision of creating a new future nation for You ---with the support of The Twenty-Four 
Elders, the Four Great Saints, and all the saints and sages who have come and gone throughout the 
historical ages, and whom You govern in The Heavenly World, going beyond nations and centering on 
the global UN. 
 
I sincerely pray that it can be a Lighthouse standing at the Center, completely in control of all twenty-four 
hours and an Emblematic Headquarters that can observe, protect and guide everyone and not be forgotten 
by Heaven. 
 



The Word 'Death' is Sacred. It is not a synonym for "sadness and suffering." Therefore, The True Parents 
have created the Term 'Seunghwa (ascension) ' to explain the true significance of "death." The moment 
we enter the spirit world is the time that we enter a world of joy and victory with the fruits born of our 
lives on earth. It is a time for those of us remaining on earth to send off the departed with joy. It should be 
a time for great celebration. We should be shedding tears of joy instead of tears of sadness. That is the 
significance of the sacred and noble Seunghwa Ceremony. 
 

 
 
How can you live in ignorance of this Ceremony and Path? It is a path that should be followed by Sacred 
Human Beings whom Heaven Parent (God), the universe, the ancestors in history, the relatives living 
today and your descendants of ages to come desire to see. It is the first step toward enjoying eternal life in 
Heaven Parent's (God's) Embrace. 
 

 
 
… 
 
(Hyung Jin Nim) We must once more go back to a life of devotion and prayer. These things do not just 
occur spontaneously; they occur because of an extraordinary life of devotion and prayer. That is why, we 
are going around Korea. This week I met with the members at Suwon Church and Daegu Parish. There I 
learned about the power of prayer. We must return to the basics. We must return to the fundamentals. 
 
We should not just gather all the world religions; if we truly wish to guide these religions, we must have a 
stronger faith and a more devout life of faith. When we manifest that level of self-discipleship (discipline) 
and devotion, the followers of large religions shall come to follow us. That is why, we must return to a 
life of prayer, back to the time of the early years in our movement. We had studied for many months on 
how Unificationists prayed before beginning to offer devotion and prayer eight times a day. We are not a 
religious group that only offers individual prayer. Whenever we pray, we Unificationists first pray for 
Heaven Parent (God). After praying for Heaven Parent (God), (ADDED NOTE then we pray for CHAM 
SARANG OMMO NIM/TRUE PARENTS and TRUE FAMILY) Then, we offer a prayer for the spirit 
world and cosmos. We then pray for the four great saints, for our elder brothers who passed before us and 
for our ancestors. Then we offer a prayer for the world, for the nation, for the people, for the tribe and for 
the family. then when we offer a prayer for His nation and His will. 



 
In particular, I realized that Father was sending me out to the world so that I meet the spirit world. I 
enjoyed meeting the members during my world tour, but more importantly I was also able to show them 
how the Korean church grew during the past three years and during my world tour, but more importantly I 
was also able to show them how the Korean Church grew during the past three years and how it is now 
financially independent with no need for support. That was truly a global victory. 
 
When we went to Europe, Nepal and Thailand, we were able to proudly introduce the Korean Church to 
the members there. 
 
Because of what we did in Korea, we were able to offer guidance on how to grow the churches in these 
nations. 
 
The reason for this world tour was not limited to this. I feel that it served as an opportunity for me to meet 
the members, (as well as) four great saints of the spirit world. 
 
First of all, Father proclaimed during the proclamation rally of God's (Heaven Parent's) Substance and 
Word, that Korea is now God's (Heaven Parent's) Hometown and Homeland. These Words are ground-
breaking Words. We have heard this many times and do not think twice about it. Yet, when this was 
proclaimed in Jerusalem, it created quite a shock. During our world tour, we visited the holy grounds of 
the four great saints. At the same time we are bringing these holy grounds back to Korea. 
 

 
 
I realized that True Parents were the only One who brought the heavenly fortune and blessings of the 
entire world back to this nation and homeland. Oh Lord, Heaven Parent (God) thank you. The blessings of 
the entire world shall come to Heaven Parent's (God's) nation. 
 
(Hyung Jin Nim) It is not simply intellectual. Brothers and sisters, witnessing is a challenge, but Love, 
Love must be its Source. You must not forget this. Witnessing must begin from challenging society, and 
challenging other people. But its Source is Love. It is because you want to save that person: you are not 
doing it because you are smarter than the other person or to show something to them. 
 
If you do witnessing with the purpose rooted in love in order to guide them to True Parents and so that 
they receive True Parents' salvation, you can bring the Principle to your guests when they open their 
hearts and allow them to go through the process of being reborn. 
 
… 
 
This woman was abducted and forced into confinement for eight months. She explained how difficult it 
was. It was a very painful experience. She was attacked every day, had to listen to her captors slander 
Father and the Unification Church every day. 
 
The Japanese government made a law in order to persecute us, and arrested our members. What can we 
show as evidence to support our claims? Look at this. There were over 4,400 cases of our members being 
abducted. This is religious persecution and oppression of human rights. 
 
We must not remain still from now. Our entire movement must fight for the Japanese members who were 
victimized in this way. 
 
… 



 
(Hyung Jin Nim) Heaven Parent's (God's) Purpose of Creation is very clear. Heaven Parent was looking 
for His True Object Partner of True Love. From that relationship, give and take can arise, and in that 
relationship The Four-Position-Foundation can be gradually built. 
 
Only when humankind is connected with True Parents can true peace and true families be created. Only 
then can a tribe, people, nation and world come about. Aju. 
 
Cham bu mo nim oeg monsei... Cham bu mo nim oeg monsei... Cham bu mo nim oeg monsei...Cham bu 
mo nim oeg monsei... Cham bu mo nim oeg monsei...Cham bu mo nim oeg monsei... (Cham Sarang 
Ommo Nim Cha bu mo nim oeg monsei...Cham Sarang Ommo Nim Cha bu mo nim oeg monsei...Cham 
Sarang Ommo Nim Cha bu mo nim oeg monsei. Cham Sarang Ommo Nim Cha bu mo nim oeg monsei...) 
 

 
 
In Christianity they say that God's (Heaven Parent's) Love is for God's (Heaven Parent's) glory; the 
purpose of saving humankind is for God's (Heaven Parent's) Glory; the purpose of creation is for God's 
(Heaven Parent's) creation, right? Yet, True Parents have clarified this. True Love is practiced for Heaven 
Parent's (God's) glory rather than for one's own glory. True Parents' Heart is about discarding glory, 
discarding eternity, and abandoning everything to give, give, give, give give, give, give and give again for 
their wayward child. Aju! 
 

 
 


